
 

 

-- 

(Drawing and 
Painting) (Art and Craft - (Textile Design)) (Sculpture)

(Applied Art) (Art and 
Craft - (Metal Work) (History of Art)

(Art and Craft - 
(Interior Decoration)

(Art and 
Craft - (Ceramic)



(1) Blind, Low Vision, (2) Deaf, Hard Hearing, (3) One Arm, One Leg, Both Leg, One Arm and One Leg, Both Leg & One Arm,  
Cerebral Palsy, Leprosy Cured, Dwarfism, Acid Attack Victim, (4) Multiple Disabilities involving (1) to (3) above. 



(i)  Ph.D. degree in the relevant field and First class or equivalent at either Bachelor’s or Master’s level 

in relevant branch. 
 (ii) At least total 6 research publications in SCI Journals / UGC /AICTE approved list of Journals.  
(iii) 

Minimum of 8 years experience in teaching / research / industry out of which at least 2 years shall be Post Ph.D. 
experience.   

If a class/division is not aqarded, minimum of 60% marks in aggregate shall be considered equivalebt to first class / 
division. If a Grade Point System is adopted to CGPA will be converted into equivalent marks as below:- 

Grade Point Equivalent Percentage 
     6.25      55% 



     6.75      60%  
     7.25      65% 
     7.75      70% 
     8.25      75% 

Provided that, if the candidate has conducted research during the period he was teaching, in that case, the experience either 
of the teaching or research shall be considered. 
Provided futher that, at the time of taking in to consideration the minimum professional experience. The experience gained, 
after obtaining the minimum necessary educational qualification shall be considered. 
Provided also that, the appropriate class of passing mentioned in the certificate of obtaining educational qualification shall 
be taken into consideration. If class of passing is not mentioned in the certificate of obtaining educational qualification and 
the grading system is followed in that case the Cumulative Grade Point Average (CGPA) as prescribed by AICTE shall be 
considered. 

Nature of Job - Teaching or Research or Industry 






